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Abstract

Fairness in document exchange has been well studied, while anonymity in the exchange, which protects the privacy

of personal information such as identities and locations, has been either ignored or handled with partial or inappro-

priate considerations. In this paper we propose a new protocol for anonymous and fair document exchange between

two parties with the assistance of an off-line trusted third party. The new protocol treats both fairness and anonymity as

essential properties, employs an efficient method for off-line key recovery, and places weak requirements on the security

of the third party.

� 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Exchange of valuable documents between two

parties (e.g. companies, organisations or individ-

uals) is an important activity of electronic com-

merce, and its applications include exchange of

valuable information, and exchange of valuable

electronic goods for a payment. Due to the valu-
able nature (e.g. payments) of the documents, the

exchange must be fair and secure to avoid the

situation where one party can receive its expected

document, while the other cannot. Another im-

portant property is anonymity that protects the

privacy of personal information. For instance, an

individual, who engages in an exchange with a

vendor, would like to conceal his/her identity to

prevent the vendor from assembling the profile of

his/her personal interests, life-styles, whereabouts,
etc.

So far a number of protocols have been pro-

posed to achieve fair exchange [1–6,8,10–14,16].

The main approach used by the protocols is based

on a trusted third party that acts as an interme-

diary to assist in document exchange. The role of

the trusted party can be divided into on-line and

off-line. An on-line trusted third party actually
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takes part in an exchange process, e.g. collecting,

verifying and forwarding data items related to keys

for document decryption [11]. An off-line trusted

third party does not participate in the exchange

process in normal cases, and is only invoked to

help to complete the exchange in abnormal cases
where the exchange is not operated properly due to

system faults or a party�s misbehaviour [1–6,8].

Fair exchange protocols based on an off-line

trusted third party are preferable as they offer a

more cost-effective use of a trusted third party.

However, the existing fair exchange protocols

either do not consider anonymity [5] or have partial

or inappropriate considerations of anonymity
[3,11,14]. This has motivated us to propose a new

protocol for anonymous and fair document ex-

change between two parties with the assistance of

an off-line trusted third party. The main contribu-

tions of our protocol are threefold. First, it offers

not only good fairness but also true anonymity.

Secondly, it provides a simpler and more efficient

off-line recovery method for handling abnormal
cases of exchange than other existing methods.

Thirdly, it places weak requirements on the security

of the trusted third party to simplify the manage-

ment and protection of the party.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows.

Section 2 summarises the notation used by the

new protocol, and Section 3 states the assump-

tions employed for the protocol design. Based on
the notation and assumptions, we define the

protocol in Section 4, and present a method for

off-line recovery in Section 5. The fairness and

anonymity of the new protocol are examined in

Section 6. Finally our conclusions are outlined in

Section 7.

2. Notation

The notation to be used throughout this paper

is summarised as follows:

• EkðxÞ expresses the ciphertext of a data item x

encrypted with a key k. EkðxÞ is computed using

a public-key cryptosystem if the corresponding
decryption key is not k, and using a conven-

tional cryptosystem otherwise.

• f ðxÞ ¼ x2modn is a one-way function where

mod denotes the modulo operator, n is a prod-

uct of two large distinct primes, and each of

the domain and range of f ðÞ is Z�
n (i.e. the set

of all positive integers less than and relatively
prime to n) [11]. f ðÞ is one-way under the as-

sumption that n is hard to factor.

• hðxÞ is a one-way hash function with the follow-

ing properties: (a) for any x, it is easy to com-

pute hðxÞ; (b) given hðxÞ, it is hard to compute

x; and (c) given x, it is hard to find x0ð6¼ xÞ such
that hðxÞ ¼ hðx0Þ.

• x, y denotes the concatenation of data items x
and y.

• Pa !A Pb: m signifies that a party Pa sends a

message m to another party Pb over an anony-

mous communication channel [7]. Detailed dis-

cussion on such communication will be given in

Section 4.

• cob is a party Pb�s commitment to a document

exchange. It assures another party Pa that a des-
ignated trusted third party can help Pa to re-

cover a required document decryption key kb
of Pb from cob, and Pa can verify the correctness

of such assurance without knowing kb. The for-
mation and verification of cob will be presented
in detail in Section 5.

3. Assumptions

Suppose that a party Pa has a valuable docu-

ment Da and a conventional (or symmetric) key ka
for the encryption and decryption of Da. Similarly

another party Pb has a valuable document Db and a

conventional key kb. Pa and Pb wish to anony-

mously and fairly exchange their documents Da

and Db, and have agreed to employ a party Pt as an
off-line trusted third party in assistance with the

exchange process.

Before the exchange starts, we require these

parties to meet the following assumptions:

(1) Pa knows hdb ¼ hðEkbðDbÞÞ (i.e. the hash value

of the ciphertext of Db encrypted with kb)
and f ðkbÞ where the correctness of Db and kb
has been certified or confirmed by an author-

ity. Pb knows hda ¼ hðEkaðDaÞÞ and f ðkaÞ where
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the correctness of Da and ka has also been cer-

tified by an authority.

(2) Pa has a pair of public and private keys, pka
and ska, and similarly Pb has a pair of public

and private keys, pkb and skb. Each party
knows the other party�s public key.

(3) Pt has a certificate for its public key pkt, which
is already held by both Pa and Pb. The public-

key cryptosystem used by Pt is based on the

RSA algorithm [15], i.e. Pt�s public and private

keys can be denoted as pkt ¼ fet; ntg and skt ¼
fdt; ntg with nt being a product of two distinct

large primes.
(4) n in the one-way function f() defined in Section

2 is equal to nt, i.e. n ¼ nt. This does not affect
the one-way property of f(), as nt should be a

product of two large (100–200 digits or even

larger) distinct primes and hard to factor.

Assumption (1) above deserves more explana-

tion. In fact, it is similar to the assumption used
and justified in [11]. This assumption is essential

for achieving the fairness of the exchange, as it

allows each party to verify the correctness of the

other�s encrypted document and decryption key

during the exchange. Without this assumption, a

dishonest party could use a worthless document to

exchange for the valuable document with the other

party, and this dishonesty is not detectable until
the exchange is completed. In other words, when

the dishonesty is detected, the dishonest party has

already unfairly gained the other party�s valuable

document.

hdb and f ðkbÞ in assumption (1) can be certified

or confirmed together with public key pkb in as-

sumption (2). As shown in [11], the certification

may take the form fdescb; hdb; f ðkbÞ; pkb; signbg
where descb is a description of the contents of

document Db (e.g., if Db is a movie, then descb is

the title and summary of the movie), and signb is

the certification authority�s signature on items

descb, hdb, f ðkbÞ and pkb. The purpose for the in-

clusion of pkb is to allow another party to send

messages to Pb securely. Note that if Pb wishes to

remain anonymous, its public key pkb should not
be bound to its identity, and different documents

of Pb could use different public keys. The signature

signb represents the authority�s approval that if an

encrypted document edb and a key k0b meet the

condition hðedbÞ ¼ hdb and f ðk0bÞ ¼ f ðkbÞ, then the

decryption of edb with k0b will recover a document

(i.e. Db) with its contents matching the description

in descb. Note that the authority only needs to

issue the certificate fdescb; hdb; f ðkbÞ; pkb; signbg
once, which is then used by Pb to exchange Db for

as many other documents as Pb can.
Similar certification is also applied to hda, f ðkaÞ

and pka.
To illustrate the application of the above doc-

ument certification, consider an example of on-line

digital goods purchases in e-commerce. Let Db

represent a film produced and certified by a film
producer, and Pb an on-line merchant contracted

by the film producer to sell the film on-line. The

film producer only needs to certify the film Db for

Pb once, i.e. it issues fdescb; hdb; f ðkbÞ; pkb; signbg.
Here, Pb could determine keys kb and pkb, and se-

curely pass them to the film producer (e.g. the keys

can be encrypted with the producer�s public key)

for the certification. Pb can then sell Db for as many
times as Pb can without any involvement of the

film producer. Obviously, in this case, Pb does not
want to be anonymous, and would like to publicise

the film as much as possible to boost its sale.

A customer denoted as Pa wants to purchase a

copy of the film after seeing an advertisement

about it on TV, but for the sake of privacy, Pa does
not like to disclose his/her identity and location to
the vendor Pb. To purchase the film anonymously,

Pa obtains an anonymous electronic payment (e.g.

electronic cash) expressed as Da, which is certified

or issued as fdesca; hda; f ðkaÞ; pka; signag by a major

credit card company or bank. Pa wants to fairly

and anonymously exchange Da for Db with Pb.
In this example, the major credit card company

or bank and the film producer play the role of the
authorities for the certification of documents Da

and Db, respectively. This indicates that an au-

thority may not have to certify both documents to

be exchanged, and the document certification may

be an inherent process rather than a separate

process, e.g. payment Da does not need certifica-

tion from another authority. Additionally, an au-

thority could be off-line, e.g. Pb receives a CD of
the film from the film producer by post and then

uploads the film from the CD to a server.
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4. Protocol for anonymous and fair document

exchange

Before presenting the protocol, we first discuss

the issue of anonymity involved in document ex-
change. Anonymity can be divided into three cases.

In the first case, one party wishes to remain anon-

ymous, while the other does not. For instance, a

vendor selling electronic goods on the Internet

would not like the true identity to be concealed as

this may affect customers� confidence in the ven-

dor. On the other hand, a customer would like to

be anonymous in purchasing goods from the ven-
dor so as to protect the privacy of his/her identity

and location.

In the second case, both parties wish to remain

anonymous. For example, an individual Pa, who
wants to anonymously exchange a valuable file for

another one, can advertise it on a Web site or in a

news group by providing an anonymous contact

address. In response to Pa�s advertisement, another
individual Pb, who has the file wanted by Pa and

likes to anonymously exchange it for Pa�s file, can
contact Pa using the address provided and reach an

agreement on the exchange.

In the third case, both parties know each other,

but do not want any other party to know that they

are involved in an exchange. For example, when a

company negotiates with another company on a
possible takeover, the two companies may not like

any other party to know this fact by observing a

series of exchanges between them, before the ne-

gotiation is completed.

The protocol to be presented below does not

distinguish the three cases above. In fact, the

main difference lies in anonymous communication

channels. For the first case, the anonymous party
defines its anonymous channel(s) for sending a

message to the other party and allowing the other

party to respond to its message. For the second

case, when a party Pb wants to send a message to

the other party Pa, Pb first defines an anonymous

channel and then connects it to the anonymous

channel specified by Pa�s contact address. This can
protect the anonymity of both parties. For the
third case, an anonymous channel is defined by

each party to communicate with the other to pre-

vent any other party from using the messages

transferred between the two parties to link them

together.

One of the principal ideas used to establish an

anonymous communication channel is based on a

series of nodes, called mixes, through which a

message is transferred from its sender to its re-
cipient [7]. Each mix may collect a number of

messages usually with a constant size achieved by

padding random data if necessary, change their

outlooks by a cryptographic operation, and send

them out in a different order. This makes it very

difficult for a traffic observer to follow up the

passage of a message through the mixes. This ap-

proach allows a message sender to anonymously
transmit a message possibly with an anonymous

reply address to enable a recipient to respond. For

further information on anonymous communica-

tion, please refer to [7].

Although anonymous communication can con-

ceal the location and identity of a message sender

from a message recipient and a traffic observer,

such communication itself is insufficient to achieve
anonymous document exchange. This is because

the contents of messages exchanged may reveal the

identity of a party, and the information used by Pt
to handle an abnormal case of exchange may un-

necessarily disclose the identity of a party to Pt, as
seen in existing fair exchange protocols [5]. We

therefore need not only anonymous communica-

tion but also a document exchange protocol built
on it, to fulfil anonymous document exchange.

Existing work does not offer such a protocol ap-

propriately.

We can now describe how parties Pa and Pb
anonymously and fairly exchange their documents

with the assistance of trusted third party Pt. This
exchange process needs to meet the following

fairness and anonymity requirements:

(a) Exchange fairness: At the end of the exchange,

if Pa has obtained Pb�s document Db or can ob-

tain Db with the assistance of Pt, then Pb has

obtained Pa�s document Da or can obtain Da

with the assistance of Pt, and vice versa.

(b) Exchange anonymity: During the exchange, Pa
cannot use messages received from Pb to infer
the identity and location of Pb if Pb wishes to re-

main anonymous, and vice versa. Additionally,
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Pt has no need to know the identities and loca-

tions of Pa and Pb as well as the contents of the
documents exchanged, when Pt is invoked to

handle an abnormal case of exchange.

These requirements ensure that either each of Pa
and Pb or neither of them can get the other�s
document, and that each of Pa and Pb can conceal

its identity and location from the other party and

Pt if it wishes to remain anonymous. The purpose

for hiding the identities and locations of Pa and Pb
from Pt is to weaken security requirements on Pt so
as to simplify the implementation and manage-
ment of Pt.

A document exchange process satisfying the

above requirements is presented below, which

comprises the following steps:

1. Pa (anonymously) sends to Pb its encrypted doc-

ument EkaðDaÞ and an item kra for the computa-

tion of key ka at step 3.
2. Pb sends to Pa its encrypted document EkbðDbÞ

and an item krb for the computation of kb at step
4 together with Pb�s commitment cob produced

in relation to kra and krb, if Pb has successfully

verified EkaðDaÞ received. cob assures Pa that Pt
can help Pa recover kb from cob, and Pa can ver-

ify the correctness of such assurance without

knowing kb.
3. Pa sends an item ra to Pb if Pa has successfully

verified EkbðDbÞ and cob, and Pb then uses ra to

compute ka from kra.
4. Pb sends an item rb to Pa if key ka obtained is

correct, and Pa then uses rb to compute kb from
krb.

5. Pa invokes Pt to recover rb from cob for the com-

putation of kb from krb, only if Pa has failed to

receive rb from Pb at step 4 after having sent ra
to Pb at step 3.

This exchange process will be formalised into a

protocol consisting of two sub-protocols. The first

sub-protocol corresponds to the first four steps of

the above exchange process, namely normal cases

of exchange without the key recovery. The other

sub-protocol is for the last step, i.e. the key re-

covery in case a normal exchange has failed.

We begin with the first sub-protocol that is
defined in Table 1 including the definitions of all

the items used. For intuitiveness, the sub-protocol

is also shown as the Unified Modeling Language

(UML) sequence diagram [9] in Fig. 1. The

transactions of the sub-protocol are explained

below:

Table 1

Document exchange sub-protocol

Sub-protocol 1

E1. Pa !A Pb: Eka ðDaÞ, Epkb ðsn; kra; acaa;1Þ
E2. Pb !A Pa: sn, Ekb ðDbÞ, Epka ðkrb; cobÞ
E3. Pa !A Pb: sn, ra
E4. Pb !A Pa: sn, rb

Item Definition

sn Session number

ka, Da Pa�s symmetric key and document, respectively

pkb, skb Pb�s public and private keys, respectively

pkt, skt Pt �s RSA public and private keys, i.e. pkt ¼ fet; ntg and skt ¼ fdt; ntg
ra Random number picked by Pa
kra ¼ ðka 
 r�1

a Þmodnt, computed by Pa
acaa;1 Pa�s anonymous contact address

kb, Db Pb�s symmetric key and document, respectively

pka, ska Pa�s public and private keys, respectively

rb Random number picked by Pb
krb ¼ ðkb 
 r�1

b Þmodnt, computed by Pb
cob Pb�s commitment
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E1: In this transaction (i.e. step 1), Pa chooses a

random number ra from the domain of f(),

and computes:

kra ¼ ðka 
 r�1
a Þmodnt;

where ra�1 is the multiplicative inverse of ra,
i.e. ðra 
 r�1

a Þmodnt ¼ 1. sn in E1 is a session
number (chosen by Pa, or agreed by both Pa
and Pb before the exchange begins) to distin-

guish the current session from previous ones.

acaa;1 is Pa�s anonymous contact address to

allow Pb to reply to the message. If Pa does not
want to be anonymous, acaa;1 can be its nor-

mal contact address. Here we assume that Pa
knows Pb�s (anonymous) contact address. Pa
encrypts sn, kra and acaa;1 with Pb�s public key
pkb, i.e. Epkbðsn; kra; acaa;1Þ. Pa then transfers its

message to Pb over an anonymous channel.

Upon reception of the message, Pb decrypts

Epkbðsn; kra; acaa;1Þ with private key skb to ob-

tain sn, kra and acaa;1 If hðEkaðDaÞÞ is equal to
hda possessed (see the assumption in Section

3), then Pb performs transaction E2 and oth-
erwise Pb requires Pa to retransmit the message.

Note that it is hard for Pb to compute ka from
kra without knowing ra.

E2: In this transaction (i.e. step 2), Pb picks a ran-

dom number rb in the domain of f(), and com-

putes:

krb ¼ ðkb 
 r�1
b Þmodnt:

In addition, Pb forms its commitment cob based

on kra and rb, which assures Pa that Pt can

recover rb from cob. The formation and veri-

fication of cob will be presented in Section 5. Pb
then sends EkbðDbÞ and Epkaðkrb; cobÞ to Pa.

After receiving Pb�s message, Pa decrypts

Epkaðkrb; cobÞ with private key ska to get krb and
cob. Pa then confirms that hðEkbðDbÞÞ is the
same as hdb, and cob is correct as will be de-

tailed in Section 5. For any problem identified,

Pa requires Pb to retransmit the message, or to

restart the protocol. Otherwise, Pa executes

transaction E3.

E3: In this transaction (i.e. step 3), Pa simply sends

ra to Pb. Upon arrival of ra, Pb calculates:

k0a ¼ ðkra 
 raÞmodnt:

If f ðk0aÞ ¼ f ðkaÞ (see the assumption in Section
3), Pb decrypts EkaðDaÞ with k0a to get Da, and

performs transaction E4. Otherwise, Pb asks Pa
to re-send the message.

E4: In this transaction (i.e. step 4), Pb sends rb to Pa
which then calculates:

k0b ¼ ðkrb 
 rbÞmodnt:

If f ðk0bÞ ¼ f ðkbÞ, Pa decrypts EkbðDbÞ with k0b to
obtain Db. Otherwise, Pa requests Pb to re-

transmit the message.

When each party has received correct number ra
or rb from the other party, the exchange is com-

pleted successfully, so no key recovery needs to be

performed.
In case Pa cannot receive rb from Pb through E4

after having sent ra to Pb through E3, Pa can initiate

the second sub-protocol, specified in Table 2 with

the definitions of all the additional items used,

to request Pt to perform key recovery. This sub-

protocol is also illustrated as the UML sequence

diagram in Fig. 2. The transactions of the sub-

protocol are explained below:

Fig. 1. Document exchange sub-protocol.
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R1: In this transaction, Pa transfers the items

needed for the recovery of rb to Pt. f ðrbÞ in

R1 is calculated from f ðkbÞ and krb by Pa.
acaa;2 is Pa�s anonymous contact address to

allow Pt to reply to the request, which could

be different from acaa;1 defined in Table 1 for

better anonymity [7].

Having received Pa�s request through trans-
action R1, Pt decrypts Epkt ðsn; ra; f ðrbÞ; cob;
acaa;2Þ with private key skt to get items sn, ra,
f ðrbÞ, cob and acaa;2. Pt then computes rb based
on these items, and carries out necessary ver-

ifications, as will be detailed in Section 5. If the

verifications are positive, Pt executes transac-

tion R2.

After executing R2, Pt also publicises sn, ra and
rb so that each of Pa and Pb can use sn to ac-

quire ra and rb from Pt. This can prevent a

party from repudiating receipt of ra or rb from
Pt [16], which will be discussed further in Sec-

tion 6. The practical implementation of such

publication may vary, e.g. it can be a known

query-reply service offered via a Web site.

R2: In this transaction, Pt sends recovered rb to Pa
that can then compute Pb�s key kb as described
earlier.

5. Key recovery

We now show how to produce Pb�s commitment

cob. To achieve fairness and anonymity, the pro-

duction of cob needs to meet the following re-
quirements:

(i) Recovery fairness: It is hard for Pa to compute

rb from cob, and Pa cannot use cob to obtain rb
from Pt without sending ra to Pt. It is also hard

for Pb to produce cob such that Pa�s verification
shows that Pt can recover rb from cob, but the
number r0b actually recovered from cob by Pt is
different from rb, i.e. rb 6¼ r0b.

(ii) Recovery anonymity: cob does not include any
information on the identities and locations of

Pa and Pb.

The first requirement prevents not only Pa from
unfairly gaining rb from cob, but also Pb from

cheating Pa by stopping Pt recovering rb. The sec-
ond requirement ensures anonymity in the recov-

ery process.

To produce cob satisfying the above require-

ments, Pb first defines the following function:

pðxÞ ¼ ðrb þ r�1
b 
 xÞmodnt:

Pb then computes:

f ðraÞ ¼ f ðkaÞ 
 f ðkraÞ�1
modnt;

hvb ¼ hðsn; f ðraÞ; f ðrbÞÞ;
ep1 ¼ EpktðpðhvbÞÞ ¼ ðrb þ r�1

b 
 hvbÞet modnt;

ep2 ¼ Epktðpðhðhvb þ 1ÞÞÞ
¼ ðrb þ r�1

b 
 hðhvb þ 1ÞÞet modnt:

Here, sn, ra, kra and rb were defined in Section 4. Pb
knows f ðkaÞ, Pt �s public-key cryptosystem is based

Fig. 2. Off-line key recovery sub-protocol.

Table 2

Off-line key recovery sub-protocol

Sub-protocol 2

R1. Pa !A Pt: Epkt ðsn; ra; f ðrbÞ; cob; acaa;2Þ
R2. Pt !A Pa: sn; rb

Item Definition

acaa;2 Pa �s anonymous contact ad-

dress

f ðrbÞ ¼ f ðkbÞ 
 f ðkrbÞ�1
modnt,

computed by Pa
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on RSA, and Pt�s public key is pkt ¼ fet; ntg, as

assumed in Section 3.

ep1 and ep2 actually link rb to sn, f ðraÞ and f ðrbÞ
through hvb. This prevents Pa from illegitimately

altering these items, because any alteration will
lead to a failure of the verifications to be per-

formed by Pt.
Pb now defines its commitment as:

cob ¼ ðep1; ep2Þ:
When receiving krb and cob from Pb through trans-

action E2, Pa computes f ðrbÞ ¼ f ðkbÞ 
 f ðkrbÞ�1 

modnt and hv0b ¼ hðsn; f ðraÞ; f ðrbÞÞ, and verifies:

Epktðf ðrbÞ þ 2
 hv0b þ f ðrbÞ�1 
 hv02b Þ
¼ ðrb þ r�1

b 
 hv0bÞ
2
et modnt ¼ f ðep1Þ;

Epktðf ðrbÞ þ 2
 hðhv0b þ 1Þ þ f ðrbÞ�1 
 hðhv0b þ 1Þ2Þ
¼ f ðep2Þ:

If this verification is positive, Pa is assured that Pt
is able to compute rb based on cob together with

sn, ra and f ðrbÞ, as will be detailed below. It is

thus secure for Pa to send ra to Pb through trans-

action E3.
In case a request for key recovery is received

from Pa through transaction R1 defined in Table 2,

Pt decrypts Epktðsn; ra; f ðrbÞ; cob; acaa;2Þ with its

private key skt to obtain the five items, and then

decrypts ep1 and ep2 in cob with skt to recover

dp1 and dp2 respectively. Pt can now compute

hv00b ¼ hðsn; f ðraÞ; f ðrbÞÞ, and solve the following

equations for r0b and w:

ðr0b þ w
 hv00bÞmodnt ¼ dp1;
ðr0b þ w
 hðhv00b þ 1ÞÞmodnt ¼ dp2:

�

Pt then verifies that f ðr0bÞ ¼ f ðrbÞ and ðr0b 
 wÞ

modnt ¼ 1. If the verification is positive, Pt is

convinced that the request received from Pa is

valid, as any illegitimate change to the items would

result in a failure of the verification. Pt then sends

r0b to Pa which can recover Pb�s key by computing

kb ¼ ðkrb 
 r0bÞmodnt.

6. Protocol analysis

In this section we examine the fairness and an-
onymity of the protocol defined in Section 4 and

the key recovery method presented in Section 5,

respectively.

6.1. Fairness and anonymity of the document

exchange protocol

We first demonstrate that the protocol can meet

exchange fairness requirement (a) stated in Section

4, i.e. either each of Pa and Pb or neither of them

can obtain the other�s document. Suppose that Pb
can obtain Da, i.e. Pb has received ra from either Pa
or Pt. Note that it is hard for Pb to compute ka
from krað¼ ðka 
 r�1

a ÞmodntÞ without knowing ra.
In this case, Pa has certainly received Pb�s com-
mitment cob which enables Pa to obtain rb (possibly
with the help of Pt), i.e. Pa can obtain Db. Here we

assume that the key recovery method can satisfy

recovery fairness and anonymity requirements (i)

and (ii) defined in Section 5, which will be dis-

cussed in Section 6.2. Similarly, if Pa can obtain

Db, i.e. Pa has obtained rb from either Pb or Pt, then
Pb has received ra from Pa, or can acquire ra from
Pt using session number sn, which allows Pb to

obtain Da.

Note that after obtaining cob through transac-

tion E2 if Pa misbehaves by requesting Pt for key

recovery without executing E3, Pa cannot gain any

advantage over Pb. This is because Pt accepts Pa�s
request only if Pa can provide correct ra, and Pt
also makes both ra and rb available for access by
any party so that Pb can acquire ra from Pt. This
measure also offers non-repudiation of receipt. If a

party falsely claims that it has not received ra or rb
from Pt, then the party should repeat its request for

ra or rb to Pt.
The above analysis demonstrates that the pro-

tocol can meet requirement (a).

We now show that the protocol can meet ex-
change anonymity requirement (b) stated in Sec-

tion 4 as well. This is due to the fact that the

contents of the transactions (i.e. E1–E4 and R1–R2)

of the protocol do not include any information on

the identities and locations of Pa and Pb, and

communications between the parties involved can

be conducted over anonymous channels. This

means that if any one of Pa and Pb wishes to remain
anonymous, it can conceal its location and identity

from the other party and Pt. In other words, the
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protocol can satisfy exchange anonymity require-

ment (b).

6.2. Fairness and anonymity of the key recovery

method

We now demonstrate that the key recovery

method can meet recovery fairness requirement (i)

stated in Section 5. First, each of items ep1 and ep2
in cob involves the encryption with Pt �s public key,
and it is hard for Pa to decrypt them without

knowing Pt�s private key. It is thus hard for Pa to

compute rb from cob. If Pa sends cob to Pt for the
recovery of rb without sending a correct ra to Pt,
the verifications conducted by Pt will fail. Conse-
quently Pt will abort the recovery process, so Pa
cannot obtain rb from Pt. Secondly, the verification
of cob by Pa is based on computed result f ðrbÞ, i.e.
f ðrbÞ ¼ f ðkbÞ 
 f ðkrbÞ�1

modnt, and it assures Pa
that Pt can certainly derive rb from ep1 and ep2 in

cob. If Pb produces cob by using a number r0b dif-

ferent from rb in krb, then the verification of cob by

Pa will fail. This means that it is hard for Pb to

successfully cheat Pa by producing an incorrect cob.

Therefore the method can satisfy recovery fairness

requirement (i).
The method can also meet recovery anonymity

requirement (ii) specified in Section 5 as the for-

mation of cob is based solely on sn, f ðraÞ and rb
which have no link to the identities and locations

of Pa and Pb.
In addition, the key recovery method offers

good simplicity and efficiency. Though there exist

other recovery methods for fair exchange, e.g.
those for signature recovery given in [5], they do

not provide cost-effective anonymity and are math-

ematically complex. Our method is largely based

on the well-known RSA algorithm, and its effi-

ciency relies mainly on two encryptions for the

generation and verification of commitment cob,

respectively, as well as two decryptions for recov-

ery. This helps to improve the protocol�s efficiency
and applicability.

Moreover, as Pt only deals with random num-

bers ra and rb, the main role of Pt is to protect their

integrity. This simplifies the security management

and protection of Pt.

7. Conclusions

We have proposed a novel protocol for anony-

mous and fair document exchange between two

parties Pa and Pb with the assistance of an off-line
trusted third party Pt. At the heart of this protocol

is the method for the generation and verification of

Pb�s commitment cob assuring Pa that Pt can re-

cover rb from cob which then allows Pa to compute

Pb�s key, in case Pa is unable to obtain rb after

having handed over ra to Pb. This enables the

protocol to achieve fairness effectively and effi-

ciently. Also the key recovery conducted by Pt does
not require any information about the identities,

locations, exchanged documents and keys of Pa
and Pb, so the impact of Pt�s security on the pro-

tocol is weakened. This, coupled with anonymous

communications between the parties involved,

demonstrates the protocol�s true anonymity. Of

course, the protocol is also applicable to fair

document exchange without anonymity protection
by simply replacing anonymous communications

with normal ones.
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